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Alrajab and colleagues recently conducted a meta-analysis examining the diagnostic accuracy of thoracic ultrasonography (US) or chest radiography (CXR) versus a reference standard of thoracic computed tomography for detection of pneumothoraces \[[@B1]\]. They reported that while the pooled specificity of US (98%) was similar to CXR (99%), the pooled sensitivity (79%) was substantially higher (40%) \[[@B1]\]. They also found that, although US performance was inferior when conducted on trauma or nonconsecutively sampled patients, it improved when performed by emergency physicians or using a linear probe \[[@B1]\]. We highlight two important issues exemplified.

First, when inter-study threshold variation exists, two novel meta-analytic methods are available that consider the correlation between sensitivity and specificity across studies \[[@B2]\]. Interestingly, using one of these methods (bivariate random-effects models \[[@B3]\]) instead of the classical approach utilized by Alrajab and colleagues \[[@B1]\] may affect some of the inferences drawn from their results. In support of this, only patient type (trauma versus nontrauma), and not whether the study was performed by emergency physicians, on consecutively sampled patients, or using a linear probe, was significantly associated with differences in US performance in univariate meta-regression using bivariate random-effects models (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Results of subgroup analyses and bivariate meta-regression for identifying covariates to explain heterogeneity in the pooled sensitivity and specificity of chest radiography or ultrasound for detection of pneumothoraces among adults

  **Covariate**                  **Bivariate random-effects model**                                                       
  ------------------------------ ------------------------------------ ------- ------ ------------------- ------- -------- ------
  **Chest radiography**                                                                                                    
  Patient enrollment                                                                                                       
  Consecutive                    49% (30 to 68%)                      88%     0.13   100% (95 to 100%)   93%     0.01     0.33
  Nonconsecutive                 33% (22 to 46%)                      85%            100% (98 to 100%)   82%               
  Patient type                                                                                                             
  Trauma                         27% (0 to 56%)                       NA^d^   0.62   98% (93 to 100%)    NA^d^   0.54     0.02
  Nontrauma                      40% (28 to 53%)                      89%            100% (99 to 100%)                     
  **Thoracic ultrasonography**                                                                                            
  Patient enrollment                                                                                                       
  Consecutive                    90% (69 to 97%)                      96%     0.93   99% (97 to 100%)    93%     0.59     0.41
  Nonconsecutive                 82% (67 to 91%)                      91%            98% (96 to 99%)                       
  Patient type                                                                                                             
  Trauma                         79% (48 to 100%)                     NA^d^   0.65   94% (88 to 100%)    NA^d^   \<0.01   0.07
  Nontrauma                      87% (73 to 94%)                      95%            99% (98 to 100%)    85%               
  Operator type                                                                                                            
  Emergency MD                   90% (76 to 96%)                      97%     0.73   99% (97 to 100%)    88%     0.67     0.19
  Nonemergency MD                80% (61 to 91%)                      87%            97% (95 to 99%)     79%               
  Ultrasound probe type                                                                                                    
  Linear array                   82% (61 to 93%)                      94%     0.23   99% (96 to 100%)    87%     0.29     0.68
  Nonlinear array                89% (72 to 96%)                      91%            98% (96 to 99%)     85%               

CI, confidence interval; MD, medical doctor or physician. ^a^*P* value for hypothesis test comparing pooled sensitivities. ^b^*P* value for hypothesis test comparing pooled specificities. ^c^*P* value for hypothesis test comparing diagnostic accuracy. ^d^Not available due to the inability to estimate secondary to the small number (*n*?=?2) of nontrauma studies.

Second, as most patients included in the meta-analysis by Alrajab and colleagues were supine trauma patients \[[@B1]\], the majority of pneumothoraces missed by CXR may have been occult. Occult pneumothoraces are those not seen on initial supine anteroposterior CXR that are subsequently identified on computed tomography \[[@B4]\]. Occult pneumothoraces are associated with a different clinical course and frequently may not require pleural drainage \[[@B4]\]. As tube thoracostomy is not a benign procedure \[[@B5]\], the immediate adoption of US for pneumothorax diagnosis based on the findings of existing diagnostic accuracy meta-analyses, followed by more widespread treatment of occult pneumothoraces, may result in unintended harm. Thus, further research is required to demonstrate that US can differentiate between occult and overt pneumothoraces and provide a net patient benefit before contemplating replacement of CXR with US.
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We thank Dr Roberts and his colleagues for their interest in our meta-analysis \[[@B1]\]. With regards to the heterogeneity found in our analysis after data synthesis, Borenstein and colleagues \[[@B6]\] suggested the performance of meta-regression or subgroup analysis to explain heterogeneity between studies. We utilized both methods. In our supplemental files we provided tables for meta-regression, finding that some factors mentioned were significant, specifically trauma versus nontrauma studies and consecutive versus convenience sampling (eTable3 in \[[@B1]\]). However, in subgroup analyses of all subgroups mentioned (emergency physician-performed US, consecutively sampled patients, and using a linear probe), the confidence intervals were significant. In comparison with the previous meta-analyses (which also used similar regression methods), our analysis included more studies, standardized testing on all patients, minimized bias, and provided better explanation to the heterogeneity.

The issue of supine CXR in majority trauma patients was addressed in detail in the discussion section of our paper \[[@B1]\]. We agree that the adoption of US over CXR without taking into consideration the volume of pneumothorax and the patients' clinical status is wrong and may lead to unnecessary and possibly harmful interventions. US can be used instead of CXR to identify the size of incomplete pneumothorax if the clinician can identify the lung point in a supine position \[[@B7],[@B8]\]. We suggested further research applied to different clinical settings to evaluate the downstream effects (subsequent tests, procedures, patient outcome and condition-related cost of care) of two testing strategies -- one that utilizes US and another for CXR.

Based on current evidence, we believe that US can safely replace CXR in certain clinical circumstances as an initial step to evaluate pneumothorax with a potential for cost saving and reduction in radiation exposure -- specifically, when the question is the presence or absence of pneumothorax and no additional information is sought from CXR. An example is a negative US for pneumothorax after post-transbronchial or post-transthoracic lung biopsy eliminates the need for CXR.
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